Cocaine-induced reinstatement in rats: evidence for a critical role of cocaine stimulus properties.
The exact behavioral nature of drug-induced reinstatement of drug seeking is still debated. As an incentive, the drug can have general facilitatory influences on appetitive behaviors. As an interoceptive stimulus, the drug can acquire discriminative properties and control behavior. This study assessed the relative contribution of the incentive versus discriminative properties of cocaine in food-seeking reinstatement. In Experiment 1, eight groups of rats were trained to press a lever for food pellets and experienced cocaine (0, 5, 10, or 15 mg/kg; i.p.), either during the operant conditioning sessions or 4 h after, in another environment without food access. In Experiment 2, to dissociate the role of the operant response per se from the consummatory response, two groups of rats experienced food consumption under cocaine (10 mg/kg; i.p.) either during operant conditioning sessions or during alternate sessions of free access to the food. Then, for both experiments, food pellets were withheld and cocaine injections ceased (extinction). The reinstating effects of noncontingent cocaine (10 mg/kg; i.p.) and food pellet delivery were assessed. Locomotor activity was recorded to probe expression of behavioral sensitization. Cocaine reinstated lever pressing only in rats having previously performed the operant responses under cocaine. In contrast, food pellet delivery reinstated lever pressing independently of rats' history with cocaine. Locomotor sensitization was evidenced for all cocaine-pre-exposed rats, dissociating sensitization from reinstatement. When present during operant conditioning, the stimulus "cocaine" acquires conditioned properties which can then promote reinstatement of the extinguished behavior.